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Abstract
This thesis explores the possibility of improving the limits set on the Dark Matter mediator Z ′
obtained from the dijet invariant mass spectrum using a technique called quark/gluon tagging.
The main discriminator between quark and gluon initiated jets is the number of tracks within
the jet, however both linear and logarithmic functions of jet pT and invariant mass with various
starting parameters were tested. The new limits obtained from the sub-samples were compared to
the un-tagged dijet data sample generated to mimic 2015/2016 data of 37fb−1 collected with the
ATLAS detector at the LHC. The samples are generated using Pythia 8 with the leading-order
NNPDF 2.3 PDFs and A14 tune and the detector response is modeled in Geant 4. It was shown
that for an ideal separation (based on parton truth ID), the improvement in significance can range
up to 50%. However, the best separation functions based on jet pT and mjj show improvements
in the range of 2-5%. The dependence on mjj shows potential for significant improvements in the
mass range lower than the one analyzed in this thesis.
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Preface
Based on a variety of evidence, some of which is presented in this thesis, the majority of the Universe
is composed of matter named “Dark Matter“ after it’s non-luminous nature. A lot of effort has
been given into searching for this new type of matter with various experiments including ATLAS.
Apart from the standard way of searching for the dark matter particle itself, this thesis focuses
on the search for the dark matter mediator Z ′ allowing interactions between the Standard Model
and this new Dark Sector. Such new heavy particles that couple to partons could be produced
directly in proton-proton collisions and decay back to Standard Model partons, which will shower
and hadronize, creating sprays of particles known as jets. The production of jet pairs in hadronic
colliders primarily result from 2 → 2 parton scattering processes via strong interactions, described
by Quantum Chromodynamics and provides the background to the majority of new physics searches.
The theory predicts a smooth monotonically falling dijet invariant mass function, meaning that a
new resonant state would manifest itself as a local excess near the mass of the resonance. This
makes the dijet final state very appealing. However, the QCD background is still dominant although
various cuts are applied to suppress it. In this thesis quark/gluon tagging is explored as a potential
to improve the signal to background ratio and consequently the ability of finding physics beyond
the standard model. It exploits the difference in the number of tracks associated with jets initiated
by either quarks or gluons. The lower mass regions of the QCD background are dominated by
gluon-gluon dijet final states, however many of the exotic signals, like the lepthophobic Z ′, decay
to quark-quark final states, thus we expect dijet tagging to improve signal significance. In this thesis
the dependence of the number of tracks on the jet pT and dijet invariant mass is explored in order
to find an optimal separation function. The functions are tested on a MC generated data sample
by comparing the limits of the whole dijet data sample with the newly acquired sub-samples.
The thesis start with a brief description of the Standard Model with a focus on proton-proton
collisions and formation of jets. This is followed by a few pieces of evidence for Dark Matter
including a discussion of why the answer should lie in the Physics beyond the Standard Model.
Chapter 3 focuses on the LHC and ATLAS detector. Finally Chapter 4 describes the data modeling
and event reconstruction, followed by the analysis chapter which explores the Q/G tagger in more
detail.
1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics
The Standard Model (SM) [1] is currently the best description of the fundamental particles and their
interactions we have, withstanding all of the tests conducted so far at the LHC and its predecessors.
The fundamental particles, which make up all of the matter in the Universe, are called fermions.
The group contains all particles with half-integer spin. Fermions can be divided into two groups:
quarks and leptons. Unlike leptons, quarks are always found in bound states (hadrons) either as
mesons qq or baryons qqq. Fermions are the particles lying at the outermost part of the circle in
Figure 1 with the quarks colored orange and the leptons in green.
Figure 1: The Standard Model particles. Image taken from [2].
Mathematically, the SM is a gauge field theory based on the symmetry group SU(3)×SU(2)×
U(1), containing 12 generators with a nontrivial commutator algebra, making it “non-Abelian“.
Associated with each of those generators is a vector (spin 1 ) boson with the same quantum num-
bers as the generator. Each of the SM fundamental forces acting on a particle can be described
as an exchange of one (or more) of these bosons. For example the interaction between two elec-
trically charged particles in Quantum Electrodynamics is mediated by an exchange of a photon
emitted from one particle and reabsorbed by the other. There are three fundamental forces in
the SM: electromagnetism, the weak and strong nuclear forces, but it does not yet contain the
fourth fundamental force; gravity. Each of these forces “couples“ to a certain charge, for example
the electromagnetic force only ”sees“ particles that are electrically charged. The force carrier of
electromagnetism is the photon and carriers of the weak force are the W+,W−and Z0 bosons.
SU(3) is the group describing the strong interactions with the remaining eight bosons called gluons
associated with “color“ charge. The bosons are colored blue in Figure 1.
Out of all of the bosons, only gluons and photons are massless and the others acquire mass
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through the breaking of the gauge symmetry. The symmetry breaking in the electroweak theory is
of a particular type called spontaneous symmetry breaking where from the continuum of degenerate
vacuum (minimal energy) states, the system is found in one particular vacuum state resulting in the
violation of the symmetry of the states spectrum. In the SM this spontaneous symmetry breaking
is realized by the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism, requiring an additional boson with zero spin,
which is colored purple in Figure 1. The Higgs boson was discovered in 2012 by the ATLAS and
CMS detectors at the LHC [3].
1.1 Quantum Chromodynamics
QCD, the theory of strong interactions is a SU(3) unbroken gauge theory with massless mediators,
the gluons, coupling to three ”color“ charges. The color charge is analogous to charge in electro-
magnetic interactions, with a noticeable difference: there are only two electric charges, positive and
negative, but there are three color charges (red, green and blue). This choice is unique, because of
the following constraints:
1. It must be able to distinguish a quark from and antiquark, because there are meson states of
q and q but not two quarks [4].
2. The group must produce a completely anti-symmetric color singlet baryon state made from
three quarks in order to obey the Fermi exclusion principle
3. The choice must agree with processes that directly measure the number of color charges, for
example in e+e− annihilation, the rate of production of hadrons is directly proportional
to Nc and the data indicates the value 3 [5].
Consider a simple interaction, where a quark radiates a gluon, the quark’s color (but not flavor)
may change. As an example, a blue up-quark converts into a red up-quark. Since color charge
must be conserved, the difference must be carried by the radiated gluon. Gluons, unlike photons
in QED, carry color charge, specifically they are ”bicolored“. The radiated gluon in the example
must carry a unit of blueness and a unit of anti-redness. This gives QCD a very simple structure,
but a very rich and dynamical content, because apart from the fundamental quark-gluon vertex,
there are also gluon-gluon vertices. Because the number of colors is 3, one would expect to find 9
gluons. Since, we do not observe a color singlet state, there are in fact only eight gluons [6].
1.1.1 Asymptotic Freedom
Two of the most important properties of QCD are asymptotic freedom and confinement. Both result
from the strength of the force (αs) being dependent on the square of the four-momenta transfer
Q2 among the particles involved in the interaction. The coupling constant αs is not constant, but
rather runs with Q as can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The strong coupling constant as a function of the momentum transfer in the interaction
Q, with experimentally obtained data plotted with colored points and the fit shown with black
lines. Figure is taken from [7].
The fact that the coupling parameter decreases for increasing Q2 and vanishes asymptotically is
called asymptotic freedom. Starting with deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments, ep −→ e+X,
where X is a hadronic state composed of multiple hadrons, electrons scattered off the proton at
low energies. However, with increasing energy the electron does not scatter of the proton as a
whole, but off individual charged constituents inside it: this is the QCD parton model[11, 12]. The
deep-inelastic cross section becomes identical to the scattering of an electron on point-like particles,
carrying a fraction x of the proton’s momentum, multiplied by the probability of finding that point-
like particle f(x,Q2). The hadronic cross section, σ, in a pp collider can now be computed as a sum
over all parton-parton cross sections containing the same final state, weighted by the probability
of finding each parton in the proton carrying a given momentum fraction. For example, partons i
and j in the two protons interact to create particles c and d in the final state:
σ(p+ p→ c+ d+X) = Σij
∫
dx1dx2fi(x1)fj(x2)σ(i+ j → c+ d) (1)
where the “X“ is all additional by products produced besides c and d. The relationship between
the proton and parton momentum is embodied in the parton distribution functions (PDFs),fi, which
are non-perturbative and need to be extracted from hard-scatter experiments. The functions are
depicted in Figure 3 for two values of Q2.
3
Figure 3: Next-to-next-to-leading order PDFs at Q2 = 10 GeV2 and Q2 = 104 GeV2, with associ-
ated 68% confidence-level uncertainty bands. Figures taken from [14].
Measurements of these functions show that the sea of gluons and quark-antiquark pairs contains
all quark flavors with masses smaller than the four-momentum transfer in the collision. Gluons
are continuously splitting and recombining into quark-antiquark pairs and both of the partons can
radiate other partons. With increasing four-momentum transfer, more gluons are radiated from the
original quark which can then split into quark-antiquark pairs, resulting in decreasing the initial
quark momentum fraction and the growth of gluon density and the quark-antiquark sea. These
splittings depend on so called (”Casimir”) color-factors: CF = (N
2
c − 1)/(2Nc), CA = Nc = 3
and TR = 1/2 and are associated with the probabilities of a gluon emission from a quark, gluon
emission from a gluon and a gluon splitting into a qq pair. The equations describing the evolution
of a parton distribution due to gluon radiation and splittings are known as the Dokshitzer-Gribov-
Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) equations [8].
1.1.2 Confinement
Contrary to Asymptotic Freedom, the interaction strength becomes large for small momentum
transfers resulting in hadrons being tightly bound states of quarks with no overall color charge.
In an effort to separate a meson, the interaction energy grows as the distance between the pair
until it is energetically more efficient to create a qq pair from the vacuum. The large centre-of-
mass energy in a proton-proton (pp) collider results in the final state partons having high energies
and in turn moving apart very fast, creating new pairs between them. This results in observing
back-to-back jets (sprays of particles) of colorless hadrons. The partons created in these splittings
are typically produced at very small angles to the initial parton and the resulting shower is highly
collimated in the direction of the initial parton. After the showering process reaches lower energies
the hadronisation process begins, which is non-perturbative and described using models. The
schematic view of this process is depicted in Figure 4.
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1.1.3 Jet formation
In a pp collider, the large centre-of-energy results in a high Q interaction, a hard scattering process,
between two partons. In such a scattering, a short lived resonance could be created or more likely,
the standard QCD process, such as a quark-quark scattering, occurs. In either case, the scattering
can result in a production of partons in the final state. Partons not involved in the hard scattering
could also interact creating an Underlying Event, which is depicted in red in Figure 4. In addition
to the hard scattering process, both the initial and final state partons can radiate gluons via the
process described above. This is called inital state radiation (ISR) and final state radiation (FSR)
respectively. After parton showering reaches lower energies, hadronzation occurs which results in
collimated groups of hadrons that we label as a jet. Understanding the jet formation is essential
in modeling the QCD background, since it is the dominant background in the majority of searches
at the LHC. However a precise definition of a jet is needed for any quantitative analysis.
Figure 4: Visual schematic of the structure of a pp-collision taken from [15]. The incoming protons
are represented with the solid black lines indicating their momenta is opposite. At collision, the
partons not involved in the hard scattering interact in the underlying event which is depicted as
a red circle. Shower evolvement is depicted with multiple colors representing gluon radiation or
splitting into qq pairs. Hadronisation is depicted with gray and the subsequent decay of the hadrons
is depicted with yellow.
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1.2 Dijet Resonance Search and Motivation
There are several reasons why the dijet final state is an appealing final state for searches at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Firsty, the LHC is a hadron collider meaning that any new particles
produced in the collisions could also decay back to quarks, producing jets in the final state. From
the predictions of QCD, the invariant mass spectrum is a smoothly falling spectrum, where new
particles would manifest themselves as a local excess over the SM background. The background
can be easily modeled through data-driven techniques and can provide strong limits in the absence
of any new physics. The very appealing aspect of dijet searches is the increase of sensitivity to
small cross-section with the rise of data sizes as well as centre-of-mass energies. This can be seen in
Figure 5, which compares the limits obtained from different experiments varying in centre-of-mass
energies and luminosity. This highly motivates future dijet analysis as the LHC almost doubled the
centre-of-mass energy to 13 TeV in 2015 and is now working on increasing the centre-of-mass energy
to 14 TeV then improving the luminosity by a factor of 10 by 2025. This also presents an excellent
opportunity for further improving the limits with a Q/G tagger, since the QCD background is now
only constrained with an angular cut of the final state jets and lower limit to their invariant mass.
Figure 5: Comparison plot of limits obtained from various experiments differing in data size and
centre-of-mass energy. The limits are plotted in the plane of quark coupling gB versus the mass of
the dark matter mediator ZB. Figure taken from [16]
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2 Dark Matter: Evidence and Theory
2.1 Evidence
Our observation of the night sky was through a sole medium: light. However, it soon became
apparent that some gravitational effects can not be accounted for solely with observed luminous
matter.
2.1.1 Rotational velocities of galaxies
The most well known evidence for DM is Vera Rubin’s observation of the radial velocities of spiral
galaxies [18, 19]. If one assumes the spherical distribution of matter in the galaxy and applies
the gravitational analogue to Gauss’ Law, we get a simple relation between the radial velocity
of objects in the galaxy and the distance to the galactic centre. Towards the outskirts of the
galaxy, the mass does not increase anymore and we expect the velocity to decrease as vr ∝ 2
√
r.
Because stars of different types emit light at different wavelengths, the mass of the galaxy can be
calculated by measuring the light emission of the galaxy at that wavelength by simply inferring how
many stars of that type are needed to produce such light emission. Using information previously
determined about the masses of different types of stars, the mass contribution of stars to the galaxy
is obtained [20]. Vera Rubin’s observations showed a very slow decrease of the velocities with the
distance from the centre and it was later calculated by Bosma [21], van Albada and Sancisi [22] that
this flatness can not be fully accounted for by just modifying the weight of individual components
(disc, gas) as can be seen in the plot below.
Figure 6: Rotation curve of a spiral galaxy NGC 3198, where the contribution from the luminous
disc and dark matter halo is shown by solid lines. Comparison plot obtained from [22].
The flatness can be achieved by imposing a new mass component with a distribution propor-
tional to r, which corresponds to a self-gravitational gas of non-interacting particles.
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2.1.2 Light to Mass ratio
Exploring the gravitational effects on an even larger scale was Fritz Zwicky by observing the Coma
cluster [23]. The kinetic energy of objects inside the cluster was determined by measuring the
Doppler shifts of the galaxies in the cluster. Assuming that the galaxy cluster is an isolated
system, the virial theorem can be used to relate the average velocity of objects inside the cluster
and the potential energy (mass of the system) [24]. This method of determining the mass of the
system is insensitive to whether the objects emit light or not. By comparing results with another
luminosity dependent method Zwicky’s calculations showed a large light-to-mass ratio, indicating
that the majority of mass in the cluster was actually non-luminous. While Zwicky failed to account
for the roughly 10% of the mass contained in the intracluster gas, there was still a tremendous
amount of ”missing“ matter and it was henceforth named ”dark“ [25, 26].
2.1.3 Bullet Cluster
The Bullet Cluster consists of two clusters which underwent a collision [28]. By observing the
magnification, distortion or shifting of light emitted by background objects the image in Figure 7
was obtained by combining observations from Chandra-X ray telescope and data from the Hubble
Space Telescope. The mass distribution obtained through weak lensing clearly indicates that the
visible matter is displaced in regards to the invisible component. The visible matter displays a
characteristic shock wave, but the dark matter components crossed with almost no interaction.
The Bullet Cluster is also the best argument against Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [27]
theories and sets an upper limit to the self-interaction strength of DM.
Figure 7: Deep Chandra image of the Bullet cluster with green lines representing mass contours.
Image is taken from [28].
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2.1.4 Cosmic Microwave Background
The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), discovered by Penzias and Wilson in 1964 [29], is
an excess background temperature of approximately 2.73 K coming from the ”last scattering“ of
photons right before the universe became transparent to electromagnetic interactions. Moments
after the Big Bang, the universe was a dense plasma of charged particles and photons, which firstly
went through a rapid expansion then the rate of expansion slowly decreased and the plasma was
cooling down. At a point, known as the epoch of recombination, neutral atoms started to form and
photons, previously trapped inside this plasma due to constant interactions with charged particles,
were now released. COBE [30] satellite measured fluctuations in CMB that can be attributed to
two effects: low energy photons being released from areas that were more dense at the time of
the last scattering and acoustic oscillations. These fluctuations are incredibly small, in fact, too
small to have an impact on the structure and formation of our Universe. Ordinary matter only
becomes electrically neutral at the epoch of recombination, before that, the electrostatic forces
are too big for the matter to clump into gravitational wells. The fluctuations in CMB measured
by COBE show a need for a charge neutral form of matter that started the process of structure
formation before recombination occurred. The CMB fluctuations also offer a method of calculating
the density parameters of types of matter. The abundance of all matter, baryonic matter and dark
matter, presented in Table 1, was precisely measured by the Planck mission providing a shocking
result that our Universe is composed of only a few percent of ordinary (baryonic) matter [31].
type density parameter value
matter Ωmh
2 = 0.315± 0.007
baryonic matter Ωbh
2 = 0.0224± 0.0001
dark matter Ωdmh
2 = 0.120± 0.001
Table 1: Types of matter with their corresponding density parameters obtained from [31].
.
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2.2 Physics Beyond the Standard Model
Although the above observations may not give answers to what Dark Matter is, they constrain
what it is not. The biggest constraint comes from the fact that it is in fact dark, meaning it doesn’t
scatter light. This sole constraint limits [32, 33, 34, 35] DM to not interact electromagnetically and
removes the majority of SM particles from the list of viable candidates. Since all of the SM quarks
are charged, this also implies that interactions via the strong force are not possible. What we are
left with from the Standard Model are three weakly interacting neutrinos. Neutrinos have been
considered as the most excellent candidate, because of the “undisputed virtue of being known to






with h being the Planck constant and inserting the best estimate for individual neutrino masses mi,
we arrive to the result Ωνh
2 . 0.07. This means that, while neutrinos could be a viable candidate,
they are simply not abundant enough to be the sole contributor. By now we have fully exhausted
the SM list of particles, meaning that we have to resort to physics beyond the SM to solve the DM
problem.
2.2.1 Analysis specific model constraints
If non-gravitational interactions exist between DM and SM, then DM can be produced at particle
accelerators, but would not interact with the detector. One way to measure the DM particle is
through observations involving SM particles X (= g, q, γ, Z,W or h). In such reactions, called
“mono-X“ or EmissT + X, the particles or jets recoil against an invisible state and the missing
momenta EmissT is calculated. The telltale missing energy signature is, however, not enough to
determine if such a particle is a viable DM candidate. This conclusion can only be drawn from
combining LHC searches with astrophysical observations [37, 38, 39] and direct detection experi-
ments [45, 46, 47, 48].
The rich structure of the SM and the fact that DM is almost five times more abundant indicates
that the structure of DM may be more complex than a single particle. The simple signal models
considered as benchmarks for the LHC Run-2 were presented in the ATLAS-CMS Dark Matter
Forum [49]. Alongside the usual DM searches based on missing energy, this analysis is based on
searching for the mediator particle itself. This method neatly takes advantage of the fact that if a
DM particle can be produced from SM via this new mediator, then that mediator can also decay
back into SM particles.
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Figure 8: Processes involving visible sector quarks q, q, DM particles χ, χ and on-shell (off-shell)
mediator R(R∗): a) DM annihilation, b) DM scattering, c) monojet signature, d) dijet signature,
e) dijet associated production. The Feynman diagrams are taken from [39].
In the last few years several B-physics experiments have reported deviations from the SM pre-
diction of flavor-changing transitions such as b −→ s. The anomalies were first observed by LHC’s
B-factory experiment LHCb [40] in Bs −→ φµ+µ− [41] and B −→ Kµ+µ− [42], but have been
confirmed by the Belle experiment [43]. The statistical significance of these anomalies, 2.2σ and
2.6σ respectively, are too low to claim a discovery, but are enough to have motivated speculations
of possible mechanisms beyond the SM that could be responsible for them. One of the possible
explanations is the existence of a new gauge boson (Z ′) that arises from a simple extension of the
SM with a new U(1) gauge symmetry [50, 51]. This highly motivated the search for a new gauge
boson at other experiments like ATLAS, but also gives a possible solution of the DM problem.
Assuming that the DM Dirac fermion particle has charges only under this group and that some SM
particles also contain this charge, the interaction between the two sectors can be mediated via the
exchange of this new mediator with potentially large couplings [52, 53, 45, 54, 55, 56, 57]. Some
of the interactions are depicted in Figure 8. The coupling to leptons is strongly constrained by
dilepton resonance searches, which can be seen in Figure 9, so in this analysis we consider a lepto-
phobic mediator, where decays to SM leptons give no relevant contribution. In case the interaction
is vector like, the interaction is strongly constrained by direct detection experiments and searches
at the LHC would give no relevant bounds, which can be seen from Figure 10, so an axial-vector
coupling is assumed.
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Figure 9: Regions in a (mediator-mass, DM-mass) plane excluded by different searches for a lep-
tophilic axial-vector mediator models with gq = 0.1. Plot from [44]
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Figure 10: Plot comparing the inferred limits to constraints gained by direct detection experi-
ments on the spin-dependent WIMP-proton scattering cross-section in the context of the vector
leptophobic Z ′ model with gq = 0.25. Plot from [44]
The corresponding interaction Lagrangian between the DM and SM quarks, where the coupling
to quarks is assumed to be universal, is written as





and gq, gχ are the coupling strengths to SM quarks and the DM particle respectively. If the mediator





















is the velocity of the particle in the mediators rest frame. The limits become less stringent as
the resonance intrinsic width increases, so we search for so called narrow resonances, meaning the
intrinsic width of the resonance is small compared to the experimental dijet mass resolution. The
mediator width as a function of its mass is shown in Figure 11 for the simple choice of gχ = gq = 1.
Figure 11: Minimal width, ΓminMED, as a function of mediator mass,mMED, for an axial-vector
mediator with gq = 1.
The parameters in this model are thus the coupling of the mediator Z ′ to SM quarks gq, coupling
of the mediator to the DM fermion gχ, mass of the DM fermion mχ and the mediator mass m(Z
′).
The two most relevant parameters in this dijet resonance analysis are the SM coupling strength,
because it drives the intrinsic width of the resonance, and the mediator mass. Recent observations
at the XENON-1T [58] experiment that could possibly correspond to a observation of a DM signal
show a slight excess of events that point to a DM particle consistent with the TeV scale. For this
search the DM mass and coupling of the mediator to DM fermion were fixed to 10 TeV and 1.5
respectively and the parameters were scanned to obtain a signal grid used for limit setting. The
parameters obtained are shown in Table 2.
The limits set on the Z ′ signal in the (couling strength, mediator mass) plane gained in the
2015/16 Run-2 analysis of untagged data is shown below. The additional plot on the right shows
the limits of cross section times acceptance times branching fraction set on the specific signal with





0.1 1.5 2.0 2.5
0.15 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
0.2 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 5.0
0.3 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 5.0 6.0
0.4 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0
0.5 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0
Table 2: Parameter grid in gq and m(Z
′) scanned in full simulation.
.
(a) (b)
Figure 12: On the left plot: exclusion limits of the Z ′ model as a function of gq obtained by the
un-tagged dijet analysis on 37fb−1 of data collected in 2015 and 2016. Figure obtained from [59].
On the right: limits set on the Z ′ signal model with gq = 0.2.
The specific focus of this thesis was the signal model with gq = 0.2, because it allows study of the
Q/G tagger in a broad mass range, but also has the highest detector acceptance. The geometrical
acceptance of the detector is determined by Monte Carlo Simulations and in general depends on
the polar and azimuthal angle of the emitted particle. Both the mass range of the mediator and




Figure 13: Comparison of normalized Z ′ signal shapes for gSM = 0.2 and varying mediator mass
in a) and detector acceptance as a function of signal mass with varying coupling strengths in b).
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3 The LHC and ATLAS Detector
3.1 CERN’s Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is currently the world’s most powerful particle accelerator,
situated 100 m underground in the tunnel previously used for the LEP experiments, and consisting
of a 27 km ring used to collide two proton beams of opposite momentum.
The LHC is supplied with protons by a chain of accelerators that boost the particles before
injecting them into the large ring. The process starts with a bottle of hydrogen gas at a linear
accelerator called LINAC2. The gas is passed through an electric field, stripping it of electrons
so that only protons enter the accelerator. Using radiofrequency cavities (RF cavities) to charge
cylindrical conductors, the protons are accelerated by the same charged conductor behind them
and by opposite charged conductor before them. Alternating the conductors between positive
and negative charge, gives the protons a constant acceleration. As the protons reach the end of
LINAC2, they reach energies up to 50 MeV and are passed onto the Proton Synchrotron Booster
(PSB), which is the first circular accelerator in the injection chain. It consists of four superimposed
rings with a diameter of 25 m that requires a special construction to split and combine the proton
beams coming in and out of the PSB. A so-called proton distributor splits the beam by deflecting
parts of it at different angles as it travels through successive pulsed magnets. Similarly, after being
accelerated to 1.4 GeV, the beams are then merged in the manner that they were split. They are
passed on to the Proton Synchrotron (PS), which gives the final acceleration up to 25 GeV before
they are finally injected into the large LHC ring. Interestingly, when the LHC is running, it uses
less than 0.1% of the protons prepared by the injector chain. This is mainly because the LHC is a
storage ring, meaning the beams circulate the ring for hours, colliding at every intersection. There
are four such intersection points, each with a detector to precisely measure the collision results:
ATLAS, ALICE, LHCb and CMS. The injector chain and the detectors of the LHC can be seen in
a schematic in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Diagram of the CERN Accelerator complex [60].
The LHC started operating in 2010 with the centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 7 TeV and delivered
a total integrated luminosity of 5 fb−1 by the end of the year. The centre-of-mass energy reached
in Run-2 is
√
s = 13 TeV with a staggering integrated luminosity of 140 fb−1.
3.2 Overview of the ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector(A Toroidal LHC Apparatus) [61] is a 46 m long cylinder with a 25 m diameter
lying approximately 93 m underground to reduce the flux of cosmic rays from reaching the detector,
but also to shield the outside from high energy radiation produced in the collisions. It consists
of several subsystems laying concentrically around the collision point in order to measure the
trajectories, momentum and energy of the outgoing particles, which in return enables us to identify
and measure their properties. The layout of the detector’s sub-components cane be viewed in
Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Diagram of the ATLAS detector and its sub-components [61].
When describing the detector and the physics inside it, a right-handed coordinate system is used
with the z -axis defined by the beam direction and the origin of the coordinate system placed at the
nominal interaction point. The positive x -axis direction points towards the centre of the LHC ring
and the positive y-axis direction points upwards along the zenith. Angles used to describe more
complex variables are the azimuthal angle φ and polar angle θ, where φ is measured around the
beam axis, in the x-y plane, and θ is measured from the z -axis. The pseudorapidity is defined as
η = − ln tan (θ/2) , (6)
which is equal to rapidity if the object is approximately massless. When the mass can not be






E − pz ), (7)
where E is the energy and pz is the momentum projected in the z -direction. Rapidity differences
are invariant with respect to Lorentz boosts along the beam axis, that is why it is frequently used
in accelerator physics. However, the laboratory frame rarely coincides with the center of mass
frame of the particles, because of their composite nature, and the complexity of the physics means
that η is easier to estimate than y. In the high energy regime (pc  mc2) the two quantities
are almost identical [63]. To limit the number of events we record, jets in consideration must pass
analysis specific cuts. For a dijet analysis the two most important factors are the rapidity difference





2 − |−→p12 +−→p22|) =
√
ŝ = 2pT cosh y
∗ (8)
Apart from a large enough centre-of-mass energy to produce a heavy resonance, the determining
factor in a discovery is also it’s significance. The interaction rate is dependent on the particle’s
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where Na, Nb are the number of protons in the bunch, nb is the number of bunches in the ring,
f is the revolution frequency, βx,y are the amplitude functions at the bunch crossing, εx,y is the
emittance and = represents the geometrical correction factor.
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3.2.1 Inner Detector
Data acquisition starts with the Inner Detector composed of a Pixel Detector (PD), Semiconductor
Tracker (SCT) and Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) providing the direction, momentum and
charge of electrically charged outgoing particles. The arrangement in the Inner Detector can be
viewed in Figure 16, while the specific layout of the sensors and structural elements can be seen
in Figure 17. High-resolution as well as fine-granularity detectors at inner radii with continuous
tracking elements at the outer radii, all contained in a solenoidal magnet, are required to make
high-precision measurements of the very large number of tracks at the LHC. The system provides
full coverage in φ with the acceptance in pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5 for particles coming from the
beam intersection. A diagram of the ATLAS Inner detector can be seen in Figure 15 as well as in
Figure 16. The later shows the detector’s components in the central region with the radial distances
of the sub-components from the intersection point.
Figure 16: Diagram of the ATLAS Inner Detector and its sub-components[61].
3.2.1.1 Pixel Detector
To provide measurements as close to the interaction point as possible, the Pixel detector consists
of 1744 silicon pixel modules [64] arranged in three concentric barrel layers. Arranged in rings
at the ends of pixel barrels are the end-caps made of end-cap pixel modules. Sensitive elements
cover radial distances 50.5 mm < r < 150 mm and typically provide three measurement points.
The module’s active area of 16.4 mm×60.8 mm contains approximately 47232 pixels the size of
50 µm×400 µm with the shorter side of the module defining the local x -coordinate and the longer
side the y-coordinate. The local x -coordinate provides position measurements in the Rφ plane
with the y-coordinate orientated along the z direction of the detector. Each barrel module contains
read-out chips with individual circuits for each pixel element including buffering to store the data
while the level-1 trigger decision is made (explained later on). Pixel hits are read out if the signal
exceeds a threshold. The pulse height is measured using the Time-over-Threshold technique [62].
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3.2.1.2 The Semiconductor tracker
Like the PD, the Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) is composed of four barrel detectors arranged in
cylindrical layers and two symmetric end-cap detectors containing nine disks each. It typically pro-
vides eight strip measurements (four space-points), with the barrel strips being orientated parallel
to the solenoid field and beam axis, while the end-cap strip direction is radial. Strips on each side
of the module have a small angle between them to perform stereo angle measurement covering the
radial region of 299 mm < r < 514 mm.
3.2.1.3 Transition Radiation Tracker
The detector consists of 298304 drift tubes (straws) covering the radial distance of 563 mm < r
<1066 mm. The straws are 4 mm in diameter and arranged in three cylindrical layers and 32φ
sectors. Each of them has split anodes and is read from each side [65]. Straws in the end-cap region
are arranged in wheel-like modular structures with radial orientation [66]. The layout ensures
that charged particles with pT > 0.5 GeV and |η| < 2.0 cross more than 30 straws. Electron
identification is provided by the polypropylene fibres between the straws in the barrel region or
foils between the straws in the end-cap region.
Figure 17: Diagram of the Inner detector showing the sensors and structural elements [61].
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3.2.2 The Calorimeters
The ATLAS calorimeters cover the range |η| < 4.9 and are designed to measure the energy ( and
position/direction) of both charged and neutral particles as well as jets with the material and
techniques differing to suit the physics process of interest. An important design consideration is
the thickness of the detector, because it must contain the electromagnetic and hadronic showers,
but also limit punch-through to the muon system. The whole system is schematically shown in
Figure 18.
Figure 18: ATLAS calorimetry system[61].
3.2.2.1 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The Lead Liquid Argon (LAr) detector is used for the EM and hadronic calorimetry and shares a
vacuum vessel with the solenoidal magnet, eliminating the need for two vacuum walls. The EM
calorimeter is composesd of two barrel parts and two end-cap components, each in its own cyrostat.
The accordion geometry of the absorbers and electrodes in the barrels and end-caps provide a full
coverage in φ without any cracks as well as a fast signal extraction. The waves of the accordion
shape are axial and run in φ in the barrels and are parallel to the radial direction and run axially
in the end-caps. An accurate position measurement is achieved by finely segmenting the first layer
( 0 < |η| < 2.5 ) in η.
3.2.2.2 Hadronic Calorimeter
The hadronic calorimeter is composed of three parts: the tile calorimeter, the liquid-argon hadronic
end-cap calorimeter (HEC) and the liquid-argon forward calorimeter (FCal).
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3.2.2.3 Tile Calorimeter
The tile calorimeter surrounding the EM calorimeter covering the region |η| < 2.7, uses steel as an
absorber and scintillator as an active medium. It’s sub-devided into three barrels, each containing
64 steel-scintillator modules further divided radially into three layers: the tiles, the fibres and
the photomultipliers (PMT). When ionising particles cross the tiles, they induce a production of
ultraviolet scintillation light in the polystyrene material. This light is subsequently converted into
visible light by flour molecules doped into the polystyrene in the wavelength-shifting fibres located
at the tile edges. Two wavelength-shifting fibres at the edge of each tile collect light and transmit
them to the PMT’s housed at the outer edge of the module.
3.2.2.4 Hadronic end-cap Calorimeter and Forward Calorimeter
Using a flat-plate design, the HEC module is a copper/liquid-argon calorimeter covering the range
1.5 < |η| < 3.2, sharing the two end-cap cryostats with the EM end-cap calorimeters and FCal. The
end-caps are cylindrically shaped, consisting of two wheels each with an outer radius of 2030 mm
and consisting of 32 identical modules. Covering the range of 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 is the FCal. A very
hermetic design allows the FCal to sit in the same cyostats as the end-cap calorimeters, providing
minimal energy loss into cracks between the system and excess into the muon system. The system
is split into three modules: one electromagnetic, with copper absorber, and two hadronic with
tungsten absorbers. A shield of copper alloy has been mounted to the back of the last module to
reduce background in the end-cap muon system.
3.2.3 Muon Spectrometer
The outermost part of ATLAS is the Muon Spectrometer, built to measure the momentum of
charged particles that have escaped detection in the calorimeters.The MS contains a variety of
sub-detector components to provide high precision tracking measurements of particles bent by the
toroidal field in the range |η| < 2.7, but also fast read-outs for triggering in the |η| < 2.4 region.
The whole system reflects the symmetry of the toroidal magnet, consisting of eight octants. Each is
subdivided in to two sectors in the azimuthal direction with different lateral extensions to provide
an overlap in φ minimalism the gaps in detector coverage. Precision-tracking chambers in the barrel
region are situated between and on the eight coils of the magnet, while the end-cap chambers are
in front and behind the end-cap magnets. The barrel chambers are concentrically shaped while
the end-cap chambers are wheel shaped, both sub-divided into three layers. Monitored Drift Tube
chambers (MDT) consisting of drift tubes containing argon/carbon-dioxide mixture at 3bar are used
for precision momentum measurements, which result in a 80 µm per tube and 35 µm resolution
per tube. At the tube ends, the electrons resulting from ionisation are collected with a tungsten-
rhenium wire. Because of the multi-tube design, high reliability is provided as the failure of a signal
tube does not affect the performance of the surrounding tubes. However the disadvantage of the
radial drift geometry causes a track crossing close to the wire to create a pulse train. The pulse
duration is proportional to its order and may mimic several threshold crossings (hits) per track.
To compensate for this, an adjustable dead-time has been implemented into the front-end of the
readout chain. The MDT’s are replaced by Cathode Drift Chambers (CDC) in the innermost layer
( 2 < |η| < 2.7 ) to cope with counting rates up to ∼ 1000 Hz/cm2. Each track is measured in four
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consecutive CDC planes in comparison to the MDT’s where a track typically crosses 2 × 4 inner,
2 × 3 middle and 2 × 3 outer layers of MDT tubes, however the faster response time restores the
tracking efficiency.
Figure 19: Trajectories of muons with momenta of 4GeV and 20GeV in the bending plane of the
barrel muon spectrometer [61].
Similarly to the MDT’s, two disks with eight chambers compose the CDC’s system and are
sub-divided into small and large chambers in φ. Each chamber has four individual planes providing
four independent measurements in η and φ along the track. The wires are oriented in the radial
direction, with both cathodes segmented in order for the one with strips perpendicular to the
wires to provide precision coordinate and the other with parallel wires to provide the transverse
coordinate. The track position is then interpolated between charge induced by neighboring cathode
strips.
3.2.4 Data Aquisition and Trigger System
In Run 2, the LHC was operating at a centre-of-mass energy of 13TeV with an instantaneous
luminosity of 1.2 · 1034 cm−2s−1, with a bunch-crossing rate of approximately 40MHz. The ATLAS
trigger system has to cope with these challenges in order to efficiently select the relevant physics
processes and reduce the rate to around 1000 Hz. The whole trigger system is composed of a
hardware Level-1 (L1) and a software based high-level trigger (HLT). The L1 trigger is implemented
in a fast custom-made electronics to cope with new incoming data every 2.5 µs and reduces the
interaction rate to about 100 kHz. A decision to record the event is made based on regions of interest
in η/φ retrieved from the L1 Muon and L1 Calorimeter systems. In the HLT a decision is formed
typically within 300 ms. It typically provides 2500 independent trigger chains executing oﬄine-like
algorithms within the L1 regions of interests and higher precision reconstruction is performed later
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in the sequence. Events accepted by the HLT are written into different data streams depending on
their usage (e.g. for physics analysis or detector calibration), which allows high rates or incoming
data without consuming significant amount of available bandwidth.
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4 Event Simulation, Reconstruction and Selection
4.1 Jet Reconstruction
Jets are the the outcome of a 2 → 2 parton scattering by strong interactions and are frequently
observed at ATLAS, however the precise definition of a jet is needed in order to conduct any
analysis. The idea of clustering final state hadrons into jets is to reduce the number of complex
particle tracks to a final state involving just a few jets. There are a number of properties that
are desired by the jet algorithms described by the “Snowmass accord“ [69, 70], which were further
supplemented with experiment specific details. IRC (infrared and collinear) safe algorithms ensure
the parameters used in the analysis are independent of unpredictable dynamics within the jet
formation and results can be compared between experiments like ATLAS and CMS, which use
different tracking and calorimeter equipment. Schematic views of IR and coliinear safe algorithms
are seen in Figure 20 and 21 respectively.
Figure 20: Illustration of collinear safe (upper left) and unsafe (upper right) jet algorithms. The
vertical lines represent partons with height proportional to their momentum and the vertical line
represents rapidity. Image taken from [73].
Figure 21: Illustration of IR unsafe algorithm, where the additional soft gluon emission changes




To try and extract a significant signal from electronic noise and other sources of fluctuations, such as
pile-up, the calorimeter cells are clustered into topologically connected cell signals. The individual
topo-clusters reconstructed are not expected to contain the detector response to a single particle
all the time, but rather the fractional response to a single particle (full shower or shower fragment),
the merged response of several particles or a combination of merged full and partial showers.
The observable dictating the cluster formation is the cell signal significance, defined as the ratio
between the cell signal,EEMcell , and the expected noise in the cell, σ
EM
noise,cell. Both are measured
on the electromagnetic scale. The algorithm starts with a cell with highly significant signal and





> S = 4 (10)
|ςEMcell | > N = 2 (11)
|ςEMcell | > P = 0 (12)
Each seed cell satisfying the first equation above forms a proto-cluster and is added to a list of
decreasing ςEMcell . Next, the neighboring cells are evaluated. Neighbors are considered as two cells
directly adjacent in the sampling layer or in adjacent layers, having at least partial overlap in (η,φ)
plane. This way the sampling of cells can span over modules within the same calorimeter as well as
the sub-detector transition regions. The cells that neighboring the seed cell and satisfy the second
and third equations above are collected into the corresponding proto-cluster. If a neighboring cell’s
significance passes the second equation, then it’s neighboring cells are also added to the proto-
cluster. If a neighbor is a seed cell, then the two proto-clusters are merged, the same process
applies if two proto-clusters share a neighboring cell pasing the second equation. The formations
stops when the neighboring cells pass the threshold P , but no longer threshold N . The resulting
proto-clusters are characterized by a core of highly significant cells that are enclosed by an envelope
of less significant cells. These clusters are then inputted into a jet reconstruction algorithm. The
procedure of topo-cluster formation can be seen in Figure 21.
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Figure 22: Illustration of topo-cluster formation, with the cells passing the seeding criteria shown
in a), cells passing the growth criteria shown in b) and finally the last picture depicts the cells that
were clustered into topo-clusters with their outline. Illustration obtained from [71].
4.1.2 Anti-kt algorithm
The algorithm used in this analysis is a so-called sequential clustering algorithm, meaning the
process starts from a single calorimetric cluster, called anti − kt with the R-parameter set to 0.4.
It analyses two distances; the distance between two particles, dij , and the distance between the












where ∆2ij = (yi + yj)
2 + (φi + φj)
2 and kti, yi and φi are the transverse momentum, rapidity and
azimuth of particle i. The parameter p describes the relative power of energy versus geometrical
scales. The values of p = 1 or 0 correspond to the inclusive kt algorithms and Cambridge/Aachen
algorithm [72], where the value of -1 refers to the anti− kt algorithm.
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For a given final state particle, both of those distances are calculated and compared. If dij is
smaller, then the particles i and j are combined using the summation of four vectors and removed
from the list of particles. If diB is smaller, then i is labelled as a final jet and removed from the
list of particles. The functionality of the algorithm can be best seen in application. Considering
an event with a few well separated hard particles with transverse momenta kt1, kt2. . . and many
soft particles. The di1 between a hard particle 1 and a soft particle i will be determined by the
transverse momentum of the hard particle and geometrical separation. The dij between two soft
particles will be much larger, therefore the soft particles will tend to cluster with hard particles
long before they cluster with themselves. In the case of a hard particle with no hard particles in
the radius of 2R, it will accumulate all the soft particles within that circle resulting in a perfectly
conical jet. If there is another hard particle such that R < ∆12 < 2R then there will be two jets,
but only one the jet with larger transverse momenta will be perfectly conical and the smaller one
will miss the part in which it’s overlapping with the larger jet. In case both hard particles have
equal transverse momenta, the overlapping area is split equally by a straight line and neither of
the jets will be canonical. Similarly if ∆12 < R for the two particles, they will be clustered into a
single canonical jet centered on the particle with the larger transverse momenta.
The key feature outlined above is that soft particles do not change the shape of the jet, mean-
ing the algorithm is resilient with respect to soft radiation, but flexible towards hard radiation.
Comparison of multiple jet algorithms (varying p-value) is shown in Figure 23 on a parton-level
event with approximately 102 random soft “ghost“ particles. The area of which the random ghosts
are clustered within a jet is shown in color and one can see that for the anti − kt algorithm the
hard jets are circular whereas the soft jets have more complex shape. The best comparison of the
algorithms can be seen for ϕ = 5 and y = 2 [74].
Figure 23: A sample parton-level event generated with Herwig and clustered with different jet
alogithms. Image from [74].
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4.2 Event Simulation
While the search for physics beyond the SM is a very exciting task, as physicists we must be able
to use the SM to provide accurate predictions of the experiments we are doing. We do so by
generating simulated events with generators like Pythia, which play the role of the accelerators like
the LHC and put them through detector simulations like GEANT that play the role of the ATLAS
detector. The generated data goes through the exact same reconstruction stages as the collected
data and allows us to apply the same physical cuts. Monte Carlo simulations can be used for various
aspects of the analysis from detector calibration to determining the systematic uncertainties. In
this analysis it is used to model the Z ′ signal as well as the data sample. This provides a chance to
fine tune the parameters and functions used in differentiating quark and gluon jets, because unlike
the data, MC provides the ”truth“ information of each event.
The main objective of the MC simulation is to provide us with a calculation of the cross-section
of the process in question, reflecting the probability of the process to occur. The calculation relies on
the QCD factorization theorem allowing us to separate the hard-scatter partonic cross-section from
the non-perturbative low momentum interactions. The latter are given by the Parton Distriution
Functions (PDFs) relating the momentum of the parton to the momentum of the incoming proton.
Because of their non-perturbative nature, they are derived empirically and are accessible in a library
of PDF functions, but some are also built-in to Pythia.
The partonic cross-section is proportional to the square of the matrix element multiplied by
the phase space part of the cross-section. To know the probability of finding final state particles
4-momenta in a certain part of available phase space, we have to integrate their probability density
functions. If the number of final state particles is very large, then this integral is over several
dimensions and impossible to calculate with the standard methods. Such integrals are evaluated
by Monte Carlo methods by randomly generating 4-momenta of the final state particles with a
random number generator. The ”Hit and Miss“ [75] integration is the simplest MC method with
the idea to generate random points in some region in space with known volume, which also encloses
the volume of interest. If the external volume is Ve and the fraction of hits that hit the volume we
want to compute is fh, then the region we are trying to evaluate is simply V = Vefh. While in the
simplest example our final state is composed of two partons, the detector observes jets, meaning a
multi-hadron final state.
The trick to handling multi-particle final states is to factorize a complex 2 → n process to
a simple 2 → 2, convoluted with showers [76, 77]. The probabilities of a splitting to occur are
summarized by the DGLAP equations that can be combined to allow for successive emissions
and model the development of a parton shower in several steps. Here the Sudakov factor is used
to express the shower evolution to smaller and smaller Q2 instead of evolving to later and later
times. The inclusion of the Sudakov factor ensures the probability branch never exceeds unity. The
simplest way to imagine the MC method is considering a gluon with probability of emitting another
gluon, Pg→gg, probability of splitting to a qq pair, Pg→qq, and probability of nothing happening
Pnothing = 1− (Pg→gg +Pg→qq). At this point, the MC generates a random number r. If r < Pg→gg,
then the gluon radiates another gluon, the additional gluon is added to the list of particles and the
momenta of the initial gluon is reduced. If Pg→gg < r < Pg→gg + Pg→qq, then the gluon splits into
a qq pair. Finally if r > Pg→gg + Pg→qq, then nothing happens.
Additional to the final state radiation, the initial partons could have radiated partons. The
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picture inside the proton is not static, gluons are constantly splitting and are emitted and absorbed
by the quarks, however this is done in a non-perturbative region. The before mentioned DGLAP
equations emerge in a conditional probability of the PDFs: if parton b is present, what is the
probability that it came from a previous branching a → b c. This is known as the ”backwards
way“ point of view, where one starts with the hard scattering process and tried to reconstruct the
picture before.
Up to this point, everything is said to be at parton level, however our experiments only observe
hadrons. The shower generators typically also model the hadronisation process, with the specific
generator used in this analysis utilising the Lund string model. Here the quarks are joined by
strings that stretch as the quarks separate, creating a qq pair as the strings snap. As mentioned
previously, this process continues until the energy is no longer high enough. Hadronization can be
further divided into fragmentation and decay, where the hadrons produced in the hadronization
process decay into lower mass hadrons. Apart from the partonic hard-scattering, the remaining
partons not involved in this process can also radiate and create final-state jets, making pp collision
simulations significantly more complicated. Modeling this underlying event can be very complex
and is also performed by the shower generator. The modeling itself can be improved by tunable
parametes with an optimised set of these parameters called the Monte Carlo tunes.
The final step involves modeling the detector responses. Until this point, the MC is said to
be truth level, referring to an output we would have gained in an ideal detector. To obtain the
reconstucted MC, the truth level is paired with additonal pile-up interactions and put through a
detector simulation called Geant. This creates the sought after energy deposits left in the simulated
detector that can be now put through event selection and jet reconstruction algorithms specific to
the analysis and described below.
The data sample used in this analysis is modeled with Pythia 8 [78] using the A14 set of
tuned parameters for the underlying event and the leading-order NNPDF2.3 parton distribution
functions [79] with the detector effects then modeled by Geant 4 [80, 81].
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4.3 Event selection
The ATLAS detector is a complex multi-layered system, so the ATLAS Data Quality group labels
luminosity blocks as either good, flawed or bad to mark the operation of several subsystems in
that period and the information is stored in Good Run List (GRL). Luminosity blocks which are
not listed in the GRL are considered bad, and should not be used for analysis. The GRL removes
entire luminosity blocks, which can include thousands of events. To avoid discarding good events
among them, there are additional detector-level flags that label individual events as appropriate
for physics. The baseline selection cuts applied to the data in this analysis are:
1. GRL: Requirement that all relevant detectors were in good shape and ready for physics
2. LAr: Liquid Argon calorimeter error rejected( errorState(xAOD::EventInfo::LAr))
3. Tile: Tile Calorimenter error rejected (errorState(xAOD::EventInfo::Tile))
4. SCT: SCT single event upsets rejected(errorState(xAOD::EventInfo::SCT))
5. Core: Incomplete event build rejected (isEventFlagBitSet(xAOD::EventInfo::Core))
6. Primary vertex: the highest Σp2T (trk) vertex has at least two tracks associated with it
(xAOD::VxType::VertexType::PriVtx)
7. Trigger: passes the lowest unprescaled single-jet trigger HLT j380
8. All jets with pT > 150 GeV pass LooseBad cleaning cuts
9. Leading jet pT > 440 GeV
10. Subleading jet pT > 60 GeV
Where the selections 6-10 are specific to analysis considering jet final states. To increase the
sensitivity, two additional cuts specific for resonance analysis in the higher mass range are applied:
1. |y∗| < 0.6
2. mjj > 1100 GeV
with |y∗| = 12 |y1 − y2| being the Lorentz invariant rapidity difference in the two leading jets. This
cut selects central jets to limit the QCD background. The dijet rapidity difference is related to the
polar scattering angle θ, which is sensitive to the dynamics of the underlying process. The QCD
processes are dominated by t-channel gluon exchanges, leading to a Rutherford-like distribution,
while new physics processes mainly go through s-channel decays, making the angular distribution
well defined by the spins of the resonance and the initial and final state partons. Applying a rapidity
difference cut increases the signal significance.
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4.3.1 Jet cleaning
The LooseBad selection was designed to produce high good jet efficiency while maintaining a high
fake jet rejection. To reject fake jets due to significant coherent noise in the LAr calorimeters,
a characteristic ionization signal is gained from simulated electronic responses. The quadratic
difference between the measured signal in a given LAr calorimeter cell and the expected pulse
shape,QLArcell , is used to discriminate between the fake and real energy deposits. From this cell-level
quantity (QLArcell ), several jet-level quantities are derived. 〈Q〉 is the average jet quality, defined as
the energy squared average of the pulse quality in the calorimeter cells in the jet and is normalized
such that 0 < 〈Q〉 < 1. fLArQ is the fraction of energy deposited in the LAr cells of a jet with poor
quality defined as QLArcell > 4000 and similarly the f
HEC
Q is defined as a fraction of energy deposited
in the hadronic end-cap (HEC) calorimeter cells of a jet with poor signal quality (QLArcell > 4000).
Since noisy cells in the calorimeters can generate a large fake energy deposit as well as a large fake
negative energy deposit, the sum of all cells with negative energy is introduced as a new variable
Eneg. The presence of negative energy in a good jet happens due to electronic and pile-up noise.
Most of the jets have a low value of Eneg, except for fake jets with Eneg > 60 GeV that also have
large values of fHECQ . Comparison of good jet and bad jet enriched sample plots for the four derived
variables can be seen in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Distributions of fLArQ in a), f
HEC
Q in b), 〈Q〉 in c) and Eneg in d). The distribution of a
good jet enriched sample is shown in black, distribution coming from the fake jets in red and the
simulated data sample only shown in d) as the blue histogram. The plots were taken from [83].
Calorimeter noise and beam-induced background show more as localized excess oriented longi-
tudinally in the calorimeter cells, so two additional variables limiting the fake jets are introduced:
the electromagnetic fraction (fEM ) and the hadronic end-cap fraction (fHEC), both defined as the
ratio of energy deposit in the specific calorimeter and the total energy. This way, the jet energy
deposit in the expected direction of parton showering is used to discriminate between real and fake
jets. Additionally, since the ATLAS calorimeters are segmented in depth, the maximal energy de-
posit in any layer (fmax) can be used. Good jets have a smooth distribution for all three variables,
which can be seen in Figure 25 with a comparison to a bad jet enriched sample.
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Figure 25: Distributions of fEM in a), fHEC in b) and fmax in c). The distribution of a good jet
enriched sample is shown in black, distribution coming from the fake jets in red and the simulated
data sample shown as the blue histogram. The plots were taken from [83].
The last variable and very important for this analysis is the jet charged fraction (fch), that
takes into account the fact that real jets contain charged hadrons which can be reconstructed by
the ID tracking system. It is calculated as a fraction of a scalar sum of the pT of tracks originating
from the primary vertex and the jet pT [83]. Oly a small number of good jets have small values of
fch and fch/fmax, which can be seen in Figure 26, therefore these variables can serve as additional
cuts for bad jet rejection.
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Figure 26: Distributions of fch in a) and fch/fmax in b) for | η |< 2.4. The distribution of a good jet
enriched sample is shown in black, distribution coming from the fake jets in red and the simulated
data sample shown as the blue histogram. The plots were taken from [83].
In summary, a jet passes the LooseBad cut, if it satisfies at least one of the following conditions
and is taken from the data sample appropriate for analysis:
1. fHEC > 0.5 and | fHECQ |> 0.5 and 〈Q〉 > 0.8
2. | Eneg |> 60 GeV
3. fEM > 0.95 and f
LAr
Q > 0.8and 〈Q〉 > 0.8 and | η |< 2.8
4. fmax > 0.99 and | η |< 2
5. fEM < 0.05 and fch < 0.05 and | η |< 2
6. fEM < 0.05 and | η |≥ 2
4.3.2 Triggering
For single-jet triggers, the naming convention follow either ’Jnnn’ for L1 triggers or ’jnnn’ for
HLT trigger, where ’nnn’ denotes the pT threshold for the trigger in GeV. The energy scale
used for the L1 triggers is the EM scale, while for HLT triggers a similar calibration sequence to
that used for oﬄine jets is applied to the HLT jets, bringing their scale to the hadronic scale.
For the complete Run-2 dataset, two single-jet unprescaled triggers were used, the HLT j420 and
HLT j225 gsc420 boffperf split. While both search for jets with pT > 420 GeV, the later also
applies the global sequential calibration to improve trigger turn-on. The triggers full efficiency,
plotted in Figure 24, provides a lower bound for the jet invariant mass at 1.1 TeV, while the upper
bound is unconstrained.
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Figure 27: Trigger efficiency as a function of jet pT for both HLT triggers in the first two plots and
their comparison in the plot below.
4.4 Data and MC comparison
The baseline selection and specific selections for dijet resonances are now applied to both collected
data and MC simulated data. Before conducting any further analysis, both samples are compared
as a cross-check in case the samples show discrepancies in the phase space of the analysis. The
plots shown in Figures 26-29 show good agreement between the jet basic kinematic variables as
well as the invariant mass of the whole sample and sub-samples after applying the Q/G tagger.
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Figure 28: Comparison plots of data collected in 2015/16, labeled as Physics Main, and MC
generated data, labeled as mc16 13TeV, for the basic kinematic variables: jet pT and jet η with
the plots on the right shown in logarithmic scale.
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Figure 29: Comparison plots of data collected in 2015/16, labeled as Physics Main, and MC
generated data, labeled as mc16 13TeV, for the basic kinematic variables: jet rapidity and y∗ with
the plots on the right shown in logarithmic scale.
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Figure 30: Comparison plots of jet track multiplicity and whole data sample mjj with their loga-
rithmic scale plots on the right for data collected in 2015/16, labeled as Physics Main, and MC
generated data, labeled as mc16 13TeV.
There is a slight displacement in the peaks in plot a) of Figure 31 where the number of jets
is plotted against the number of tracks. There are more jets with higher number of tracks in
simulation indicating that this is due to the reconstruction efficiency. In reality reconstructing
particle tracks is very difficult, but this is also very hard to simulate as you would need the right
number of charged particles produced in the collision and then the right track reconstruction to
match that number. Even with the data and simulation showing slight differences, the difference
between quark and gluon jets multiplicities are much larger, so we would not expect this to affect
the analysis further. The dependency of jet track multiplicity on the simulation software is also
being studied and will be included in the uncertainties of the Q/G tagger.
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Figure 31: Comparison plots of a random selection sub-samples: QQ,QG and GG shown in a),b)
and c) respectfully, for data collected in 2015/16, labeled as Physics Main, and MC generated




In order to increase the sensitivity for the mediator search, or other searches for physics beyond
the SM in general, the fact that the main decay channel of the Z ′ to SM particles is to quarks is
exploited.
(a) (b)
Figure 32: Plots showing the compositions of a 3 TeV simulated signal as functions of mjj with
the quark dijets colored blue, a mixed dijet event (quark and gluon) in green, gluon events in red
and the untagged dijet signal in black. For a clearer view, the right plot is plotted as log(y).
The ability to distinguish between quark and gluon initiated jets has a long history [84, 85, 86,
87, 88] in new physics searches as well as measurements that test QCD processes. In pp-collisions,
the dijet final states are a mixture of QQ, QG and GG events, however, because of the parton
density functions, plotted in Figure 3, a vast amount of background events are expected to be GG
at lower pT and QQ in the higher regions. As can be seen from the figures below, the number of
gluon initiated jets decrease with increasing pT , however, the signal is mostly made of QQ dijet
events. With a good method of differentiating the two jets, one can expect to limit the background
in the low mjj region and subsequently improve the search sensitivity.
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(a) (b)
Figure 33: In a): fraction of jets originating from gluons as a function of jet pT for the more
forward jet (down triangle), the more central jet (up triangle), and the difference between these
two fractions (circle). Plot taken from [89]. In b): the fractions of QQ, QG and GG dijet events
calculated from the MC generated data at truth level.
There are a number of theoretical predictions from QCD that predict subtle differences between
quark and gluon jets. Gluons carry both a color and anti-color charge, therefore a higher all together
color charge than quarks. This is the reason we expect differences in fragmentation for quark
and gluon jets, leading to gluon jets having a higher charged particle multiplicity, softer hadron
spectrum and a broader pT spectrum. As described in the jet reconstruction and SM sector, in the
process of fragmentation (showering), the jet initiating parton radiates another parton in a cascade
manner until the partons hadronize. More importantly, the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions
contain the Casimir factors of CA and CF for gluon radiating a gluon and gluon radiating of a
quark (CA/CF = 9/4), which results in the difference in particle multiplicities inside quark and
gluon initiated jets. Initially, the track multiplicity was studied with Monte Carlo simulations as
a function of |η|, because in a dijet event well balanced in pT , the jet with higher η (forward jet)
is more likely to be a result of scattering off a valance quark. The filled circles and squares in
the figure below represent the value of charged particle multiplicities for forward/central jets, open
red and black point show charged particle multiplicities in quark/gluon gained directly from MC
simulations for forward/central jets, while the open blue points are calculated by using the set of
equations
〈nq,gcharged〉 = ff,cq 〈nqcharged〉 + ff,cg 〈ngcharged〉 (15)
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Figure 34: Graph demonstrating that the charged particle multiplicity inside a jet only depends on
jet pT , because the open stars, circles and up triangles as well as open crosses, squared and down
triangles are stacked on top of each other. Plot taken from [89].
The circles and squares are almost perfectly stacked on top of each other meaning that the jet
multiplicity shows negligible dependence on |η|, but rises with rising jet pT . The sole discriminant
used in this analysis, and described in [89], is the number of tracks inside a jet with the charged
particle transverse momentum above 500 MeV. The discriminant functions tested in this analysis
were linear and logarithmic functions of jet, pT , or invariant mass, mjj , with two parameters, offset
and slope, written as
ntrack = k × pT (mjj) + n0 (16)
where k and n0 are the two varying parameters. If the number of tracks measured in the jet is
larger than the number of tracks calculated by the above equation, then the jet was marked as gluon
initiated. Similarly for a lower track number the jet was marked as quark initiated. This separated
the whole dijet sample into three sub-samples: QQ and GG, where both jets are either quark or
gluon initiated, and QG sample with one of each. An example of a separated dijet spectrum can
be seen in Figure 33.
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Figure 35: Plot showing a simulated dijet sample divided into sub-samples of only quark jets, QQ,
only gluon jets GG and a mixture of both, QG, based on a logarithmic function of jet pT .
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5.2 Background estimation
To obtain a background estimation on the data samples the Sliding Window Fits (SWiFt) algorithm
was used as opposed to a global fit. SWiFt algorithm is a resonance search method that searches
for data excess by sliding over the data in small overlapping windows which are automatically
determined by the algorithm. It starts by placing a window center at the bin edge near the low
mass regions. The first few and last few bin edges of the histogram are not used as window centers
to avoid edge-effects. The window size is chosen by performing multiple nominal background-only
fits with different window sizes and choosing the one with the best χ2 p-value. The window sizes
are specified by the user, for example 20 windows ranging from 30% to 100% of the window center.
Scanning over different window sizes takes into account the ”window choice“ uncertainty. After
performing an analysis in the chosen window size, SWiFt slides the window center one bin to the
right and picks a new window size around the new center. For the first window, all possible sizes
are scanned. For all other windows, a total of 5 windows are scanned: two below and two above the
previous window size. This allows the window size to grow or shrink in a smooth and controlled
manner.
After the window size is fixed at a certain window center, SWiFt performs the background-only
fits. The background-only functions are the ”dijet functions“ defined as,
f(x) = p0(1− x)p1xp2+p3 lnx+p4(lnx)2 (17)
where pi are the fit parameters and x = mjj/
√
s. The 5 and 4-parameter version, obtained by
setting p4 = 0, are used in this analysis as the nominal and alternate functions. Historically the
“dijet functions“ were very successful in global fits, however with increasing the span of the data




Figure 36: Figure showing the SWiFt background using only 5 and 4 parameter functions.
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in the window, with xi and λi representing bin content and background fit prediction respectively,
SWiFt chooses to either keep the nominal or alternate function. Using the χ2 p-value takes into
account the number of degrees of freedom, which allows for a fair comparison between the functions
and prevents the highest-order function being favored (hence preventing over-fitting). The ability
to swap between the functions takes into account the background function choice uncertainty. In
each window the background-only fit is evaluated at the window center and as the window slides
across the distribution bin-by-bin the SWiFt background is constructed by stitching together the
background-only fits at the window centers. A SWiFt background fit to a simulated data sample
can be viewed in Figure 35. For the very first and last windows, an addition to evaluating the
background-only fit at the window center, the bins that are below (for first window) or above (for
last window) are evaluated. This gives the SWiFt background estimations for the bins at the edges
of the mass distribution.
Figure 37: Figure showing the SWiFt background fit, using 4 and 5 parameter functions as the
nominal an alternate background functions.
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5.3 Limit Setting
This analysis is conducted on a MC generated data with no injected signal, so the main focus
was on the comparison of the tagged and un-tagged dijet limits. HistFitter [90] begins with the
HistFactory package to construct a parametric probability density function that describes the input
data histogram and contains the parameters of interest, in our case the rate of a signal process, as
well as the the nuisance parameters, which describe the systematic uncertainties, and are further
denoted as θi, but were not included at this point.









with ν being the signal (background) value in the i-th bin, ∆ being the bin width and S(B) =
Σiν
sig(bkg)
i being the total number of events. The expected value of the parameter of interest ni in
the data histogram can be expressed in terms of the signal and background histograms as:
E[ni] = µsi + bi (20)
where si and bi represent the mean events from signal and background contributions in the i-th
bin and µ is the signal strength parameter, with µ = 0 corresponding to the background-only
hypothesis and µ = 1 to the nominal signal hypothesis. The signal and background contributions
are calculated by integrating the signal and background probability density functions in the i-th
bin and multiplying the result with the total mean number of signal or background events. From
the above parameters, the likelihood function is constructed as the product of Poisson probabilities
for all bins:





where nj is the value in the j-th bin. The measure of incompatibility of the hypothesis and the









θ denotes the value of θ for which the likelihood function is maximized with a fixed µ param-
eter and is therefore a function of µ. The denominator in the above equation is the maximized
unconditional likelihood function, with µ̂ and θ̂ as the maximum-likelihood estimators.
The first part of the statistical analysis is trying to reject the background only hypothesis. The
lower limit for the rejection corresponds to a p-value of 2.87× 10−7, where as the p-value necessary
to exclude a signal hypothesis is the p-value of 0.05 (95% confidence level). Once it is established
that, unfortunately, we have not discovered any new physics, upper limits on the given signal are
set. For this, HistFitter constructs an additional test statistic, defined as
qµ = −2 lnλ(µ) for µ̂ ≤ µ (23)
qµ = 0 for µ̂ > µ (24)
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Data with µ̂ > µ represents less compatibility with µ than the data obtained and is therefore
taken out of the rejection region of the test. In the limit of a large-sample [91], Wilk’s theorem
holds and the probability density function behaves as a χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom
f(qµ | µ) ∼ χ2. The p-value can be then calculated as
pµ = 1− F (qµ | µ) = 2(1− Φ(√qµ)) (25)
where Φ is the cumulative distribution of the standard (zero mean, unit variance) Gaussian. The
confidence interval at CL=1-α consists of all the values of the parameter that are not rejected. The
upper limit on the parameter is the greatest value for which pµ ≥ α. In practice the upper limit
on the signal is obtained by setting pµ = α and solving for the parameter.
The test-statistic qµ is constructed to increase monotonically for increasing signal-like (decreas-
ing background-like) experiments. The confidence in the signal+background hypothesis is given by
the probability that the the test-statistic is less or equal to the observed value in the experiment:
CLs+b = Ps+b(qµ ≤ qµ,obs) (26)
where






Small values of CLs+b indicate poor compatibility with the signal+background hypothesis and
favor the background only hypothesis. Similarly, the confidence on the background hypothesis is
given by
CLb = Pb(qµ ≤ qµ,obs) (28)
and similarly






Values of CLb close to 1 indicate a poor compatibility with the background only hypothesis and
favor the signal+background hypothesis. It has been shown in [92] for the case of the Higgs
mass, that for large cross-sections, the signal+background and background distributions are well
separated and therefore lead to strong confirmations of either hypothesis. However, as the mass of
the Higgs increased, the cross-section fell and the overlap of the distributions grew from where one
is no longer able to say one of the hypothesis is more strongly supported than the other. A widely
accepted solution to this problem is the modified frequentist or CLs procedure that normalizes
the confidence level observed in the signal+background hypothesis, CLs+b, to the cofidence level




The CLs is not a true confidence, it is a ratio of confidences, where the signal hypothesis is
considered excluded at the confidence level CL when 1− CLs ≤ CL. The consequence of the CLs
method is that the hypothetical false exclusion rate is generally less than the nominal rate of 1-CL,
the difference in fact grows with the increase of similarity between the two hypothesis. This avoids
a flaw of the CLs+b method that would report a better expected performance of the experiment
containing a larger background compared to a similar experiment with the same expected signal [92].




Conducting this analysis on generated data gives a unique opportunity to see what the upper limit
on improvement might be, as we have access to the parton’s truth ID. The MC generated dijet
sample was separated into three sub-samples on an event to event basis solely by reading the final
state parton truth ID’s. This was then repeated for the signal samples and the individual samples
have been run through SWiFt and HistFitter. The limits obtained for the QQ sub-sample are
compared to the un-tagged dijet limits and plotted in Figure 36.
(a) (b)
Figure 38: Limit comparison plot of the Z ′ signal model with gq = 0.2 based on MC simulated
data and parton’s true ID information. The plot on the left shows the limits on cross section times
acceptance times branching ratio for the untagged simulated dijet sample with the solid line, while
the dotted line represents the limits obtained for a QQ sub-sample with the green and yellow 2σ
variations. Points marked with black dots represent the ratio of tagged and un-tagged data. Any
improvement is signified by the ratio lying below the red line. The plot on the right shows the ratio
of the untagged dijet sample compared to the QQ sub-sample for all masses of the Z’ signal.
Because there are a total of two true GG events in the signal sample with a mass of 3 TeV
in comparison to a simulated 450 events at 3 TeV just from the GG sample alone, the increase of
efficiency needed for improvement in signal significance is unobtainable. On the other hand, the
signal is mostly composed of QQ dijet events and the background is composed of mostly QG and
GG events in the lower mass end, improving the limits for this sub-sample is achievable, if the
efficiency of the signal does not drop significantly. Of course the improvements shown in the above
truth plots are not accessible realistically. In reality implementing a Q/G tagger means that there
will be an acceptance and rejection rate for quark and gluon jets. While this means limiting the
background, it also means you cut into the signal. To quantify our sensitivity to a future discovery
and also the required performance of the Q/G tagger, the signal significance is plotted, and shown
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In each bin, the number of QQ, QG and GG events is multiplied by the efficiency. For a required
90% acceptance of quark jets (denoted as εq), only 81% of the true QQ background sub-sample
BQQ will be present. For a 60% gluon rejecton rate (1− εg), this means that 54% of the true QG
sample and 36% of the true GG samples will be tagged as QQ dijet events. Since the Z ′ signal is
mostly composed of the QQ dijet final states, the other two sub-samples in the signal contribute a
negligible amount. The ratio is calculated and summed over all background bins. As can be seen
from the plot, both values need to be significantly high for improving the significance and that
improvement might only be accessible in the lower mass region. This gives the basis for finding the
optimal parameter values for the discriminating functions.
Figure 39: Signal significance as a function of mass for various acceptance and rejection values for
quark and gluon jets.
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5.4.1 Gaining the starting set of parameters
To determine a set of initial parameters (offset and slope) for both mjj and pT discriminant func-
tions, the truth information in the MC produced signals with the coupling strength of 0.2 is used
as this subset contains the most signals with different masses and provides the opportunity to test
the Q/G tagger through a broad mass range. Each combination of offset, slope and function type
(log or linear) is labeled as a selection.
In the MC generated signal, the whole set of dijet events is divided into smaller sections in
mjj . For a true QQ event in that section, the jet with the higher number of tracks is taken
and histograms showing the dependence of the number of jets versus the number of tracks are
plotted. This is labeled as a selection Signal selection1 −mjj . Signal selection2 −mjj followed
the same procedure, but now both jets in a true QQ event filled the histogram. For functions
dependent on pT , differentiating between higher and lower number of tracks between the two jets
in an event does not bring any advantage, so that was omitted and only one selection was gained
Signal selection1− pT . At this point, each selection has several histograms depicting the number
of jets versus the number of tracks for a invariant mass or pT range. Every non-zero histogram was
integrated with the track range increasing in steps of one to gain the number of tracks for which
we keep 90% of jets. This gives a dependence of the minimal track number on the mjj(pT ). These
data points were then fitted with linear and logarithmic functions for each signal mass with the 0.2
coupling strength and the mean was taken.
In the data sample, there are more events than just QQ to consider, the data was again divided
into smaller ranges ofmjj(pT ) and the same three selections as above were gained. Further selections
were gained by also using QG and GG events. Data selections 3 and 4 in mjj use true GG events,
but selection 3 only uses the jet with the lowest number of jets and the integration procedure yields
the number of tracks necessary to reject 90% of jets. Data selection2 − pT similarly uses both
jets in a true GG event. Further mjj(pT ) selections use all dijet events, QQ, QG and GG to fill
the appropriate histograms, after fitting the optimal rejection and acceptance function, the mean
of them is taken. Selections labeled as A are gained by taking the mean from only Q histograms,
while selections labeled as B take the mean from considering both Q and G histograms.
This gives the following functions that are either linear and logarithmic in mjj(pT ) with varying
offset (n0) and slope (k) parameters:
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Selection 1A Selection 1B
Linear Logarithmic Linear Logarithmic
OFFSET 31.7 0.86 25.58 9.16
SLOPE 0.0008 4.25 0.0004 1.98
Selection 2A Selection 2B
Linear Logarithmic Linear Logarithmic
OFFSET 31.46 -0.57 23.13 4.82
SLOPE 0.0009 4.37 0.0005 2.5
Selection 3A Selection 3B
Linear Logarithmic Linear Logarithmic
OFFSET 27.84 3.87 23.46 9.26
SLOPE 0.0007 3.36 0.0003 1.74
Selection 4A Selection 4B
Linear Logarithmic Linear Logarithmic
OFFSET 28.2 5.05 21.5 8.0
SLOPE 0.0006 3.22 0.0004 1.89
Table 3: Table of parameter values for the Q/G separation functions based on dijet invariant mass.
Selection 1A Selection 1B
Linear Logarithmic Linear Logarithmic
OFFSET 31.53 28.24 24.5 24.25
SLOPE 1.1 0.06 0.000057 0.09
Selection 2A Selection 2B
Linear Logarithmic Linear Logarithmic
OFFSET 31.42 27.5 24.15 21.45
SLOPE 0.000029 0.16 1.37 0.08
Table 4: Table of parameter values for the Q/G separation functions based on jet pT .
The plots in Figures 38 and 39 show selections with the best limit improvements for both linear
and logarithmic functions of mjj(pT ). A logarithmic function models the track multiplicity better
and therefore yields a more consistent improvement through the whole range of signal masses,
however that means that the improvement is smaller, approximately 2% in comparison to the
improvement gained in linear dependency of 5%. A similar thing can be observed in choosing the
discriminating function to be dependent on either mjj or pT . The later calculates the number of
tracks independently for both jets and again yields a more consistent improvement through the
whole range, while tagging jets depending on the invariant mass, in the majority of times, tags
both jets at once, since if the jet with the lower number of tracks is labeled as gluon initiated, so
will the other. Therefore the best option for future analysis is a logarithmic dependence on jet pT
in this mass range. However, the linear dependency on mjj looks promising for the mass range




Figure 40: Limits on cross section times acceptance times branching ratio on simulated data and
signal Z’. The solid line represents the un-tagged dijet simulated sample limits and the dotted line
is the limits obtained using the Q/G tagger based on dijet invariant mass. Points marked with
black dots represent the ratio of tagged and un-tagged data. Any improvement is signified by the
ratio lying below the red line. The ratio of both limits is plotted both in the lower part of the figure
on the left (limit improvement is below the red line) and a detailed plot is shown in figured on the
right. The first two plots are obtained using a Q/G separation function based on linear dependency




Figure 41: Limits on cross section times acceptance times branching ratio on simulated data and
signal Z’. The solid line represents the un-tagged dijet simulated sample limits and the dotted line is
the limits obtained using the Q/G tagger based on jet pT . Points marked with black dots represent
the ratio of tagged and un-tagged data. Any improvement is signified by the ratio lying below the
red line. The ratio of both limits is plotted both in the lower part of the figure on the left (limit
improvement is below the red line) and a detailed plot is shown in figured on the right. The first
two plots are obtained using a Q/G separation function based on linear dependency on pT , while
the lower two plots use a logarithmic function.
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5.5 Uncertainties
No systematic uncertainties have been applied to the results at this stage, however it is necessary
to approximate them in order to see if the limit improvement by Q/G jet tagging is significant
enough.
5.5.1 Signal modeling
There are two potential impacts on Q/G tagging on the signal model: signal shape variation and
efficiency. The figure below shows a comparison of the JJ signal to the QQ signal gained through
tagging. The comparison of signal shapes with and without Q/G tagging shows good agreement
for the Z ′ prime signal and does not noticeably affect the signal resonance shape.
Figure 42: Signal shape comparison for a tagged and untagged signal for varying masses. The
histograms are normalized to unity.
Another impact that the implemented tagger can bring is the change of signal efficiency. The
below plot shows a comparison of a tagged and truth signal efficiency. A high and steady efficiency
across the whole mass range is achieved and therefore should not impact the analysis significantly.
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Figure 43: Plot comparing efficiencies of tagged and untagged signals with the 0.2 coupling strength
and varying masses.
5.5.2 Systematic uncertainties
A luminosity uncertainty is applied as a scale factor to the normalization of signal samples. For the
combined Run-2 dataset, a 1.7% luminosity uncertainty is used. An additional 1% flat systematic
is applied to account for the PDF and scale uncertainties.
The additional systematics and uncertainties are calculated and will be applied at the HistFit-
ter stage of the analysis. The systematic uncertainties gained through a data-driven background
estimation are the fit function uncertainty and the uncertainty of the parameters of the fitting
function. The former is calculated on a bin to bin basis and is non-symmetrical. A collection of
pseudodata is thrown from the nominal background result and from each a nominal and alternate
background estimations are obtained. The mean difference between the nominal and alternative
background fits are recorded in each bin to define the size of the function choice uncertainty. For
the 139fb−1 Run-2 data the uncertainty ranges from far below 1% to the maximum of 2% at the
highest mjj bins. The second uncertainty is associated with the quality of the fit itself. From the
nominal background fit to data, a large number of pseudodata sets are generated using Poisson
statistics and each fitted with the same starting conditions as the observed data. The error of the
fit is recorded in each bin and defines the root mean square of the function value in that bin for all
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the pseudo-experiments.
The Jet Energy Scale uncertainty varies withmjj and is obtained by fitting the benchmark signal
with a Gaussian and it’s ±1σ variation. The shifts of the Gaussian are summed in quadrature to
define a single nuisance parameter. For the JES a set of 7 nuisance parameters is used to fit
the signal templates. The procedure is repeated for the Jet Energy Resolution uncertainty with 8
nuisance parameters. All the four vectors of all the jets are the shifted by 1σ in the JES uncertainty
and the result is fitted to determine the shift in peak location as a percentage of signal mass. To give
an approximation, both of the effects were calculated for an excited quark signal model, presented
in the ATLAS Exotics publication note and were found to be less than 1%.




In this thesis, the implementation of a Q/G tagger is tested on a MC simulated data sample
mimicking the 2015 and 2016 Run-2 collected data with a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. From
the collected data, dijet events with invariant mass above 1.1 TeV were picked to produce a smooth
invariant mass spectrum. Firstly, the required acceptance and rejection rates for individual quark
or gluon initiated jets were tested to obtained the desired performance of the Q/G tagger. It was
shown that a minimum of 60% acceptance and 70% rejection rate is needed for improving the
significance compared to the whole dijet analysis. This was used to analyze the staring parameters
in linear and logarithmic functions of both jet pT and mjj , which were then used to divide the
dijet sample into three sub-samples: QQ, QG and GG. In each dijet event, the tagger is used to
label both jets independently as either quark or gluon initiated, based on the number of tracks in
the jet and the calculated number of tracks from the discriminating function. The newly obtained
sub-samples were run through SWiFt and HistFitter to obtain limit plots on the cross section times
acceptance times branching fraction of the signal. The limits were then compared to the full dijet
sample limits. It was shown that the logarithmic function of jet pT works significantly well across
the whole mass range resulting in a steady improvement of about 2%, while functions dependent
on the invariant mass might present limit improvements in ranges lower than 1.1TeV as the limits
improved in the range of 5% in the lower mass end, but did not show any improvement in the
higher mass range.
It was shown that we can expect large improvements in signal significance with a precise defini-
tion of quark and gluon initiated jets, however a more complex tagger will be needed in achieving
them. Since the Q/G tagger based on track multiplicity keeps the signal efficiency high, it presents
a good starting point for further analysis.
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